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Is This the Electric Vehicle Filling
Station of the Future?
– Published on December 07, 2020 in Green Tech Media
U.K.’s Gridserve opens its first electric filling station with 36 low-carbon-powered
chargers.
There are no pumps. You can rent a workspace. If you want, you can take an EV for a
test-drive. There’s still coffee.
It’s not a filling station as we know it, but U.K. firm Gridserve’s first "Electric Forecourt"
launches today, and with it, we get a bricks-and-mortar view of how EV charging could
look and feel in the future.
It’s the first of 100 planned by the company in the next five years with the financial
backing of Hitachi Capital behind it. All the power will come from low-carbon sources;
Gridserve is also rolling out solar-plus-storage projects to ensure that this power is
additional.
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Influence Factors of
Purchase Intention
of Pure Electric
Vehicle
– Published on December 03, 2020 on
ISMSS 2020 proceedings

2020 EV Charging
Infrastructure Best-inTest: Rating the DC fast
charging user experience
– Published on December 10, 2020 in Charged EVs
If EVs are to replace fossil-fuel vehicles, they need to be able to
make long highway trips, which means that DC fast charging
needs to be reliable, convenient, affordable and ubiquitous.
However, as Charged and other media have often reported, we’re
still in the early days of public EV charging, and the user experience
often leaves much to be desired. Not every charging attempt is
successful, and important details, like how to begin a charging
session, how much it will cost, and if stations are available or out of
order, are often not made clear to users. [continue reading…]

Coronavirus Shaking Up Car Buying
As Millennials Suddenly See Big
Plusses; EY Report
– Published on November 15, 2020 in Forbes
Millennials are said to despise the fossil-fuel powered car, embrace
public transport, worry about climate change above all else and are
firmly behind environmentalists’ plans to bring forward the day when
the sale of the traditional automobile is banned. But that was before
the coronavirus struck.
According to a survey across 9 nations undertaken by global
consultancy EV, millennials (aged between 24 and 39) are reversing
all these assumptions because the coronavirus has made public
transport an unattractive prospect [continue reading…]

In order to reduce automobile exhaust
pollution, government departments
should
formulate
transportation
policies to promote the popularization
of pure electric vehicles, and effective
transportation policies require a
thorough understanding of the factors
that influencing the purchase intention
of pure electric vehicles. Based on
travelers’ environment behavior and
environment
attitude,
travelers’
environmental awareness is obtained
through the Raschmodel. Then bring
environmental awareness into the
logit discrete selection model, and
analyze the impact of three factors of
travelers’ environmental awareness,
vehicle purchase restriction policies,
and individual characteristics of
travelers on their willingness to
purchase pure electric vehicles. The
result shows that the environmental
awareness of travelers has a significant
and positive impact on the purchase
intention of pure electric vehicles; the
vehicle purchasing restriction policy of
oil-fueled
automotive
and
the
construction of charging pile and
other infrastructure can increase
travelers’ purchase intention of pure
electric vehicles.
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More fast charging options in Europe would convince 66 percent of future EV
drivers to switch to electric driving sooner
– Published on November 25, 2020 in EVBox
One third of European citizens still think that charging is too time consuming, and nearly half worry about availability
of charging stations when they’re on the road— two perceptions that are both in the top three main obstacles to switch
to driving electric. More (ultra) fast chargers*, especially along (international) highways, public parking and retail
locations will help convince two thirds of future EV drivers to choose an electric car. [Continue reading…]

Mobility and Travel Behaviour Across the Life Course: Qualitative and
Quantitative Approaches
– Published on December 15 in Edward Elgar
This thought-provoking book analyses recent innovations for researching travel behaviour over the life course.
Original in its approach, it synthesises quantitative, qualitative and mixed methods to contribute to conceptual,
methodological and empirical advancements in the field. [Continue reading…]

Why Smart Cities are the Key to Widespread EV Adoption
– Published on December 08, 2020 in Enel X
Across the globe, transportation policy is primarily managed at the national level and Federal governments are
generally responsible for safety guidelines, efficiency standards, and emissions regulations for automakers. The
$7,500 tax credit for EVs purchased and various EVSE incentives available are a prime example of how federal policy
incentivizes consumer purchases. But a shift is underway. In recent years, cities have become a driving force for
widespread EV adoption. A late 2018 report from the International Council for Clean Transportation indicated that
nearly half of the world’s electric vehicles are in 25 cities [continue reading…]

EV Charging at Work Helps Employees Get Back to the Office
– Published on December 07, 2020 in EV Connect
As we all continue to adjust to the new normal, smart businesses are looking ahead to anticipate the needs of seniors,
students, travelers, restaurant diners and more. But with so many Americans now working at least partially from home,
offices and other commercial spaces remain closed across the country. To help ease the transition as employees
slowly return to the workplace, property owners are adding more tenant perks to commercial real estate business
plans. EV charging at work will soon become one of the smartest and most effective [continue reading…]

The Real Reason Why Drivers Are Convinced They Can’t Do Without Cars
– Published on December 03, 2020 in Streets Blog USA
The pandemic has made car addiction three times worse. Drivers are valuing their access to a private vehicle during
the pandemic more than three times as much as they did before COVID-19 — but they can be persuaded to get
around without a car with simple changes to incentivize other modes, a new study finds [Continue reading…]

Car access more than tripled in value during early COVID-19
– Published on December 01, 2020 in MIT Management Sloan School
A new survey from the MIT Energy Initiative’s Mobility Systems Center finds that while cars are expensive and
underused, they provide U.S. owners with a sense of security and control — feelings that contributed to the more than
threefold increase in the value of car access during the early months of the COVID-19 pandemic [Continue reading…]
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Wolfspeed: ready to
support a booming
EV industry with SiC
power and charging
solutions
– Published on November 02, 2020 on
Chargedevs
The electric vehicle (EV) market is
expected to jump from 3.2 million units
in 2019 to nearly 27 million units by the
year 2030. Major players in this industry
are expected to invest more than $350
billion in the near future to grow the
electric vehicle market.
Wolfspeed
understands
the
technological challenges that EVs
present for engineers, especially when it
comes to power and EV charging
solutions.
A Charging Problem
While electric vehicles are becoming
more commonplace, many consumers
continue to have concerns about range
and charging capabilities. For decades,
the consumer driving experience has
been powered by fossil fuels, and
refueling meant a quick stop at the gas
station to top off the tank. The prospect
of a lengthy charging process to keep
your car traveling down the road is a
massive deterrent.
Enter On-Board Battery Chargers
On-board battery chargers are the key to
keeping EVs powered—they take AC
current from the… [continue reading…]

Toyota to Release an EV
with 10 Minutes Charging
in 2021
– Published on December 12, 2020 in interestingengeneering
A new report released by Nikkei Asia is revealing that Toyota
plans to unveil an electric vehicle with a new solid-state
battery by 2021 and it looks like it will be a game-changer. It
promises a 310 miles (500 km) range in a single charge and a
rather rapid recharge from zero to full in 10 minutes.
"The technology is a potential cure-all for the drawbacks facing
electric vehicles that run on conventional lithium-ion batteries,
including the relatively short distance traveled on a single charge as
well as charging times. Toyota plans to be the first company to sell
an electric vehicle equipped with a solid-state battery in the early
2020s. The world's largest automaker will unveil a prototype next
year," states the report.
Solid-state batteries are believed to be a lot safer than the more
common lithium-ion ones. They also have more potential for higher
energy density — the energy a battery can deliver compared to its
weight.
[continue reading…]
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Task force to develop Megawatt Charging System for heavy-duty EVs
– Published on November 10, 2020 in Chargedevs
In September, an international task force including representatives of the National Renewable Energy Laboratory
(NREL) and the Charging Interface Initiative (CharIN) hosted a meeting of “leading OEMs, utilities, equipment
manufacturers and suppliers” to test prototypes for a new charging system for heavy-duty vehicles: the Megawatt
Charging System (MCS)
The task force says the test, which focused primarily on the fit and thermal performance of vehicle inlets and megawatt
charger connectors, yielded promising results, and that the new system could overhaul the long-haul trucking
industry... [Continue reading…]

Volkswagen Group Components unveils 22 kW DC wallbox charger
– Published on December 11, 2020 in Electriccarsreport
The Volkswagen Group Components brand develops innovations for the electric mobility of today, tomorrow and
beyond. One focus is on innovative charging concepts. Following flexible charging stations and mobile charging
robots, the company now presents its newest product: the innovative DC wallbox, which charges up to 22 kW.
Currently, real operation will be starting at five sites as part of a pilot phase. The goal is to gather practical experience
in order to develop the DC wallbox quickly i... [Continue reading…]

Tritium Unveils World First Scalable Electric Vehicle Charging Platform
– Published on November 18, 2020 in TritiumCharging
Tritium, a global leader in DC fast charging technology for electric vehicles (EVs), has unveiled the first platform to
enable truly scalable electric vehicle charging networks anywhere in the world, with the launch of its MSC hardware
platform.
The MSC (Modular Scalable Charging) hardware platform provides customers with the flexibility to increase the
power level of their charger as EV charging capabilities advance, and “pay as you grow”. Charger power can be
increased in 25kW increments, starting at 25kW and increasing to 350kW and beyond... [Continue reading…]
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WP4 – Infraestructure

EV Charging Isn't
Getting Easier at
Many Multi-Family
Properties
– Published on December 12, 2020 on
InsideEVs

Partnership’s New
Charge-Pair EVs with
Utilities, Grid
– Published on December 10, 2020 in POWER Magazine
Integrating electric vehicles (EVs) with the power grid has
become a focus for utilities, particularly in areas with large
concentrations of EVs. It also is another way for utilities to
expand their business models, as they partner with companies
involved with charging stations and residential energy storage
applications.
EnergyHub, a distributed energy resources (DERs) management
platform for utilities, and Enel X, the Enel Group’s advanced energy
services business line, on Dec. 10 announced a partnership designed
to expand the availability of EV charging stations as a flexible DER for
utilities. Enel X, a charger manufacturer and service provider, and
EnergyHub will work to help utilities manage customer-owned Enel X
smart EV charging stations through EnergyHub’s Mercury DERMS
(distributed energy resource management system) platform.
[continue reading…]

There are a number of efforts
underway to increase public charging,
especially fast charging along major
highway corridors by companies
like Electrify
America, EVgo,
and Tesla. But if today is any guide,
more than 80% of charging will
continue to take place at home. That’s
great news for homeowners since
most “fueling” won’t require a trip to a
gas station across town; instead,
drivers can pull into their own garage
and charge up overnight.
But what about the 40% of Americans
who rent or live in multi-unit dwellings
(MUD)? Most of these buildings were
designed (and built) long before EVs
started hitting the mainstream. As a
result, they often lack adequate
electrical
infrastructure
for
EV
charging, and many retrofitting
options today are expensive for the
owner’s or HOA’s budget. Meanwhile,
as more and more tenants make the
switch to electric cars, they're
demanding EV charging options at
their multi-unit dwelling.
[continue reading…]

Electric Cars Could Save
California’s Power Grid
– Published on December 07, 2020 in CleanTechnica
California is doubling down on electric vehicles (EVs). Critics say more
plug-in cars will strain the power grid. Here’s why they’re wrong.
Climate change ramped up its attacks on California this year, serving
up massive wildfires and blistering heat waves, which led to
widespread power outages. To fight back, Governor Gavin Newsom
took aim at heat-trapping carbon pollution from cars. In September,
he signed an order to phase out the sale of new gas-powered cars in
California by 2035.[continue reading…]
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Tool For Estimating Charging Loads From Plug-In Electric Vehicles
– Published on November 23, 2020 in CleanTechnica
The National Renewable Energy Laboratory has recently upgraded its Electric Vehicle Infrastructure Projection (EVIPro) Lite tool to inform industry stakeholders about the electricity needed to charge plug-in vehicles.
[Continue reading…]

German power grids launch electric car project with Bosch, VW
– Published on November 20, 2020 in Reuters
German power grid firms 50Hertz and Stromnetz Berlin on Friday launched a programme in cooperation with
subsidiaries of Volkswagen AG and Bosch to find out how electric-car batteries can help stabilise power networks.
The 18-month programme aims at assessing what digital measuring and control systems are needed to enable
linked-up electric vehicles (EVs) to provide balancing power to the electricity market, 50Hertz said in a statement.
[Continue reading…]

Electric bicycle chargers replacing ashtrays in The Netherlands
– Published on November 18, 2020 in Electrek
Out with the old, in with the new! Dutch train stations are getting a makeover that includes replacing their old ashtray
posts with new electric bicycle charging posts.
Some days the world smiles upon you as you wake up to some wholesome, old-fashioned good news.
Today is one of those days. After Holland banned smoking in all of its train stations last month, the public ashtray
posts suddenly became obsolete. So now a new plan is seeing them upgraded with a much better purpose: electric
bicycle charging posts… [Continue reading…]

Electric School Bus Fleets Test the US Vehicle-to-Grid Proposition
– Published on November 17, 2020 in Greentech Media
Integrating electric vehicles (EVs) with the power grid has become a focus for utilities, particularly in areas with large
concentrations of EVs. It also is another way for utilities to expand their business models, as they partner with
companies involved with charging stations and residential energy storage applications.
[Continue reading…]
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AVANGRID and EV
Connect Partner on
Advanced Electric
Vehicle Data
Services
– Published on December 03, 2020 on
nacleanenergy

Connected cars can help
curb emissions, says
study
– Published on December 01, 2020 in Euractiv
Europe’s transport sector is one of the few parts of the economy
where emissions are still growing and as policymakers mull how
best to reduce mobility’s environmental impact, the idea of
cranking up efficiency through next-generation technology is
building momentum.
The EU’s ambition to go climate-neutral by 2050 is dictating policy
across the board, especially in transport where serious obstacles lie
in wait for the Green Deal’s emissions-busting mission.
In addition to promoting a shift away from fossil fuel usage towards
electro-mobility, setting increasingly ambitious emissions-cutting
standards and tightening air quality rules, another weapon in the
green arsenal is digitalisation and connected vehicle tech.
[continue reading…]

As EV infrastructure expands,
researchers show charging stations
vulnerable to low-cost hacking
Published on November 11, 2020, Utility Dive
Global EV market share could grow to 30% by 2030 "in all modes
except two-wheelers," according to the International Energy Agency.
With that growth will come new electric grid vulnerabilities,
according to experts.
Addressing these vulnerabilities will require an "industry-wide
consensus among various stakeholders,"… [Continue reading…]

AVANGRID, Inc. (NYSE: AGR), a
leading sustainable energy company,
and EV Connect, a company that helps
its clients manage and deliver n...
[continue reading…]

Open Mobility
Foundation
Published on October 30, 2020, by
openmobilityfoundation
It’s no secret that our transportation
system is changing. In recent years,
new modes and services have
emerged on city streets fueled by
smartphones, new technologies, and a
surge of investor interest. Apps and
data have altered the way we use
traditional forms of transportation,
from walking to public transit to
driving. And our travel and purchasing
behaviors have shifted in response to
this new environment. This rapid pace
of change shows little sign of
slowing… [Continue reading…]
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Influence
Factors
of
EVBox
launches
new
Purchase
Charge
appIntention
to enable
of Pure
Electric
credit
card
payment
Vehicle
for EV drivers at
– Published on December 03, 2020 on
EVBox
ISMSS 2020charging
proceedings
In order to reduce automobile exhaust
stations
pollution, government departments

Transport Access Manual:
A Guide for Measuring
Connection between
People and Places
– Published on May 22, 2020 in Taylor & Francis
This new Manual is a guide for evaluating peoples' ability to
access services and activities, and therefore the performance of
transportation and land use configurations.
Transportation planning is shifting from evaluating mobility (physical
movement) to accessibility (people's ability to reach desired services
and activities), which expands the range of solutions that can be
applied to transportation problems. For example, mobility-based
planning assumes that the preferred solution to traffic congestion is
to expand roadways so motorists can tra... [continue reading…]

A systematic review of charging
infrastructure location problem for
electric vehicles
– Published on May 22, 2020 in Taylor & Francis
With the evolving demand for sustainable mobility, adequate
charging infrastructure for electric vehicles (EVs) has been growing
steadily and wireless power transfer (WPT) technology has been seen
as an efficient alternative for EV charging while maintaining
seamless… [continue reading…]
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App launched enabling EV charge point sharing
– Published on November 13, 2020 in Greenfleet
Co Charger has created a new platform enabling those who do have chargers, whether motorists, businesses or
community buildings, to share them with neighbours who don't.
The company says it will help address a challenge whereby those who live in flats or terraced houses without
anywhere to install an EV charging point can still invest in an electric vehicle. According to the English Housing Survey
2016, this group represents at least 40% of the population… [Continue reading…]

Pre-Bookable Charge Points at Hotels Pilot Launches In UK
– Published on November 16, 2020 in Insideevs
Over the years we were happy to see that more and more hotels are installing a proper charging infrastructure for
EV drivers, but it seems that some would like to take it to the next level.
YourParkingSpace.co.uk, an online marketplace that markets and manages over 65,000 parking locations UK-wide,
is launching - together with Atlas Hotels - a pre-bookable charge points pilot... [Continue reading…]

ChargePoint integrates with Apple CarPlay
– Published on November 18, 2020 in Greencarcongress
ChargePoint, one of the world’s largest electric vehicle (EV) charging networks, now works with Apple CarPlay, taking
another step towards making the transition to electric mobility more seamless for drivers. This new integration brings
essential EV charging data inside the vehicle, allowing drivers to easily access charging information directly from their
vehicle’s infotainment system.
Starting now, drivers will be able to find nearby chargers, check station status, start... [Continue reading…]

Toolkit-Launch: Tackling Urban Mobility Challenges
– Published on December 02, 2020 in Charging Transport
When it comes to the development and implementation of sustainable and environmentally friendly urban transport
systems many cities continue to face enormous challenges.
Lack of feasible strategies and sufficient funding constitute major barriers – for urban planners, national politicians
and citizens alike.
Having recognised this problem, we created a set of tools intended to help you in … [Continue reading…]
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City of Boulder
working with
Fermata Energy to
test V2B
technology
– Published on December 05, 2020 on
GreenCarCongress

How to plan your own
eHUB?
– Published on November 25, 2020 in Polis Network
Are you familiar with the concept of shared and electric mobility
hubs?
Would you like to know more about how to plan eHUBS in your
city or region?
The eHUBS project is happy to invite representatives of local
authorities, city planners, researchers, shared and electric mobility
experts and providers to a one-hour webinar, where we will present
and discuss the topic of how to plan eHUBS in your own city or region.
The webinar will take place on Tuesday 15 December 2020 from
10.00 to 11.00 CET. [continue reading…]

22 fully electric MAN Lion’s City E
buses will be cruising the streets of
Malmö from 2021
– Published on December 08, 2020 in ElectricCarsReport
The coastal city of Malmö in Skåne, a region in southern Sweden, is
one of the most diverse locations in Scandinavia. With an average age
of just 36, it is also one of the most youthful cities in Sweden. It is a
modern and innovative place. And now the local public transport
provider has also set the course for the future: bus operator Nobina
Sverige AB has placed an order with MAN Truck & Bus for 22 Lion’s
City E buses and thus is the first company in Scandinavia to use
eBuses from MAN. Thanks to these electric… [continue reading…]

The
City
of
Boulder
is partnering with Fermata Energy to
test the ability to reduce the city’s
building energy costs with an
innovative pilot at the North Boulder
Recreation Center. The city and
Fermata Energy have installed a
charging station that enables two-way
electricity: from the building to the car
and from the car back to the building.
This
vehicle-to-building
(V2B)
technology can provide the city new
ways to manage its energy load, and to
reduce energy costs.
Fermata
Energy’s
bidirectional
charging system for EVs allows vehicle
batteries to transfer energy from the
battery back to a commercial building
in order to support the building’s
electric loads.
In the pilot, Boulder will connect one
of its electric fleet vehicles to the V2B
charging system, which also connects
to the recreation center’s electricity
system.
Fermata
Energy
will
continuously… [continue reading…]
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EasyGo and Eir to replace telephone booths in Ireland with rapid chargers
– Published on December 08, 2020 in Zap-Map
An agreement between charge point installer EasyGo and telecoms company Eir means 180 public telephone boxes
will be replaced with rapid chargers. This will significantly expand Ireland’s charging network and add to EasyGo’s
current network of 1,200 charge points.
The first units will be switched on in January — with almost €10-million invested in the plan. The rapid DC chargers,
made by Australian company Tritium, are easy to install. This means roll-out can happen relatively quickly.
The converted phone boxes will help alleviate concerns over the range of electric vehicles... [Continue reading…]
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Is This the Electric
Vehicle Filling
Station of the
Future?
– Published on December 07, 2020 on
gtm

There are no pumps. You can rent a
workspace. If you want, you can take an
EV for a test-drive. There’s still coffee.
It’s not a filling station as we know it, but
U.K. firm Gridserve’s first "Electric
Forecourt" launches today, and with it,
we get a bricks-and-mortar view of how
EV charging could look and feel in the
future.
It’s the first of 100 planned by the
company in the next five years with
the financial backing of Hitachi Capital
behind it. All the power will come from
low-carbon sources; Gridserve is also
rolling out solar-plus-storage projects to
ensure that this power is additional.
It differs from a regular gas station in a
few keyways. It takes longer to charge a
car, so there needs to be space for more
vehicles, with the first site, located in
Braintree, England, having space for 36
cars to charge. In addition to the
expected retail offerings, groceries,
coffee and magazines, there will be wellbeing spaces, office pods for hire
— charging your EV won’t be an excuse
not to stay on top… [continue reading…]

Tesla to launch
supercharger station in
Zhongshan, a future
Greater Bay Area
transport hub
– Published on December 10, 2020 in SouthChinaMorningPost
•

The station could attract drivers in a 100km radius, says
CEO of local partner Centenary United

•

Launch of supercharger station follows the opening of
Tesla’s first experience centre in the city

American car maker Tesla is launching its first supercharger station
in the city of Zhongshan with the hope of attracting a growing
number of electric vehicle (EV) drivers in the Greater Bay
Area development zone.
The station, which is expected to be put into use in January, will
shorten the charging time for every 250km drive by more than half
to 15 minutes, according to Centenary United, a car services
provider that has partnered with Tesla to… [continue reading…]
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VW Will Turn a Greek Island into a Model of Green Mobility
– Published on November 09, 2020 in Autoweek
Volkswagen plans to use a Greek island as an electric mobility laboratory, offering a glimpse into a not-so-distant
carbon-neutral future where just about all transportation is electric and sustainable. The Mediterranean island of
Astypalea will see its entire transport system converted to green vehicles. Additionally, a part of the island's vehicle
rental system is switching over to electric cars, scooters and bicycles, with 1,000 EVs replacing a fleet of about 1,500
internal combustion-engine cars. Commercial, utility, emergency and police vehicles will also be electrified, creating
the... [Continue reading…]
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Scania partners
with ENGIE and
EVBox to develop
electric charging
solutions in Europe
for trucks and
buses

3 Ways to Structure Your
EV Charging Station
Business
– Published on December 14, 2020 in EvConnect
As EVs become more prevalent on the road, you may be
interested in starting an EV charging station business on your
property. From commercial real estate developers to landlords
of apartments or condos to entrepreneurs, many sectors are
finding value in EV infrastructure. But it’s important to remember
that you have choices when it comes to structuring your business
models for profitability and sustainability.
There are several advantages of installing EV charging stations at
your business, from enhanced profitability to recouping energy costs.
The way we see it, there are three main ways to look at it.
1. Install EV Charging Stations to Attract. [continue reading…]

FIAT CHRYSLER AUTOMOBILES
AND ENGIE EPS PLAN TO JOIN
FORCES IN A JV CREATING A
LEADING COMPANY IN THE EMOBILITY SECTOR
– Published on November 12, 2020 in media.fcaemea
FCA Italy S.p.A. (“FCA”), a wholly-owned subsidiary of Fiat Chrysler
Automobiles N.V., and ENGIE EPS, an Italian technology player in
Energy Storage and e-Mobility, have entered into a Memorandum of
Understanding aimed at creating a Joint Venture, to become a leader
in the European e-Mobility landscape, which… [continue reading…]

– Published on November 12, 2020 on
Engie
ENGIE and its subsidiary EVBox Group
have entered into a four-year
partnership with Scania to deliver
transport providers in 13 European
countries
made-to-measure,
comprehensive eMobility solutions.
This partnership will be for trucks and
buses, and will provide Scania's clients
with overall solutions to meet their
eMobility needs. It will include madeto-measure solutions to meet the
fleet's
and
depot's
actual
management requirements, as well as
those of electric HGVs. It will also cover
smart charging infrastructure, service
and maintenance and the provision of
green energy, as well as financing.
To support its clients throughout the
electrification process, Scania will
provide electric vehicles and electric
charging
solutions…
[continue
reading…]
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The Micromobility Policy Atlas: Collaboration for the Public Good - Shared-Use
Mobility Center
– Published on November 13, 2020 in sharedmobilitycenter
A new tool for harnessing the potential of micromobility services like bike- and scooter-sharing, the Micromobility
Policy Atlas is a collaboration between the SUMC, the New Urban Mobility alliance (NUMO), and WRI Ross Center for
Sustainable Cities (WRI). The searchable database catalogs more than 100 micromobility policies and regulatory
frameworks from over two dozen countries, with the goal of equipping decision-makers and researchers with a cross
section of management approaches worldwide... [Continue reading…]

Think taxing electric vehicle use is a backward step? Here's why it's an
important policy advance
– Published on November 25, 2020 in TheConversation
The South Australian and Victorian governments have announced, and New South Wales is considering, road user
charges on electric vehicles. This policy has drawn scorn from environmental advocates and motor vehicle
lobbyists who fear it will slow the uptake of less-polluting vehicles. But, from a longer-term transport policy
perspective, a distance-based road user charge on electric vehicles is an important step forward.
Superficially, a charge on electric vehicle use seems misguided. Road sector emissions are the worst contributors to
climate change. Electric vehicles powered by clean energy offer the promise of near-zero… [Continue reading…]

NewMotion chosen by Europcar Mobility Group as EV charging partner
– Published on November 26, 2020 in ElectricCarsReport
NewMotion, a leading European smart EV charging solutions provider, announced its partnership with Europcar
Mobility Group, the European N°1 vehicle rental company. NewMotion will provide Europcar Mobility Group with a
complete ecosystem of charging solutions – from easy-to-use, smart charge points to access to the Business Hub
platform that allows monitoring, management and control of the entire charging infrastructure. In addition, with
NewMotion, customers renting an electric vehicle in one of the Europcar Mobility Group’s stations will receive a
charge card providing them with access to Europe’s largest public roaming network for on... [Continue reading…]

European Union drafts ambition for 30 mil‐ lion electric cars by 2030
– Published on December 07, 2020 in TheDriven
The European Union is planning to set a target for 30 million electric cars on roads by 2030, as part of a broadreaching strategy to reduce carbon emissions that will be published next week.
One quarter of carbon emissions in Europe are emitted by the transport sector, and the EU already has strict vehicle
emission legislation in place which deals big fines to car makers who do not reach the stringent limit of 95gm/km
CO2 average for new vehicles sold… [Continue reading…]

Hyundai Motor to accelerate transition into smart mobility solution provider
– Published on December 11, 2020 in GreenCarCongress
Hyundai Motor Company announced an updated roadmap for its future business Strategy 2025 at the 2020 CEO
Investor Day’\ forum held virtually in Seoul. The comprehensive mid- to long-term strategy reinforces Hyundai’s plan
to lead the future mobility industry as a Smart Mobility Solution Provider.
The updated Strategy 2025 roadmap is supported by three key pillars: Smart Mobility Device and Smart Mobility
Service—both part of the original plan revealed in 2019—as well as H2 Solution, the addition of... [Continue reading…]
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Why Lightyear Could
Be the Most Game
Changing Car
Company on the
Planet
– Published on November 19, 2020 on
Forbes
Forget Tesla, Nikola and the others - in
my
view,
the
Netherland’sbased Lightyear could be the most
game-changing car company on the
planet. Why? Their first car concept,
Lightyear One, is a hyper-efficient car
with solar cells integrated into the
bonnet and roof of the car - which means
no need for an entire grid infrastructure
to power electric vehicles.
Due to its efficiency, Lightyear One is
self-sufficient for most of the year (and
can be charged by a normal outlet at any
other time ensuring it can be used
without special charging points.) And
thanks to the 4 in-wheel motors and airsuspension the car can also traverse both
rough terrain and highways with ease.
While getting solar tech right involves a
high degree of difficulty, the upside is
huge should Lightyear pull this off according to the Solar Powered Car
Global Market Outlook report, while the
current market was $0.68 billion in 2018,
it is expected to reach $3.10 billion by
2027 growing at a CAGR of 18.4%
during the forecast period.
[continue reading…]

Estonian Company
launches ‘first’
autonomous bus in
Greece
– Published on November 17, 2020 in interestingengeneering
An autonomous bus named “Iseauto” has started its work in
Greece, in the city of Lamia. The bus has been developed in
Estonia and offers a full-scale autonomous service that was first
piloted in the summer in Tallinn, in Ülemiste City.
For the first time in Greek history, a fully street-legal autonomous
vehicle is operational in the context of an autonomous public
transport pilot project led by Estonians.
The autonomous minibus developed by AuveTech in Estonia is the
first “4th category” – or Level 4 – autonomous vehicle that has been
pigeonholed “street-legal” in Greece.
The Greek authorities followed to a consider… [continue reading…]

Toyota's game-changing solid-state battery en route for
2021 debut
– Published on December 09, 2020 in NikkeiAsia
A trip of 500 km on one charge. A recharge from zero to full in 10 minutes. All with minimal safety concerns.
The solid-state battery being introduced by Toyota promises to be a game changer not just for electric vehicles but
for an entire industry. The technology is a potential cure-all for the drawbacks facing… [continue reading…]
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IPG’s Turbine tech can use hydrogen and biofuels for off-grid EV chargers Charged EVs
– Published on December 03, 2020 in Chargedevs
Intelligent Power Generation (IPG) has secured a £1-million contract from Highways England (HE) to demonstrate its
turbine technology for EV charging infrastructure.
IPG’s Flameless Ceramic Turbine technology is designed to support EV charging in high-use and remote locations
by using fossil fuels for grid-independent power generation... [Continue reading…]

Uber hits the eject button on its 'flying taxi' plans
– Published on December 09, 2020 in Bloomberg
Uber Technologies Inc. is selling off its flying taxi division to Joby Aviation and investing in the startup, marking the
second time this week Uber abandoned a side project as it aims to turn a quarterly profit next year.
Joby will acquire Uber Elevate, the company’s division that imagined a future where air taxis shuttled people above
traffic-jammed highways. Uber Elevate had also operated a helicopter service in New York City, but it suspended
flights during the pandemic. As part of the deal, Uber is investing $75 million in Joby, after a previously undisclosed
investment of $50 million in the startup in January… [Continue reading…]

Bosch plans to start full-scale production of SOFCs in 2024
– Published on December 08, 2020 in ElectricCarsReport
Bosch plans to start full-scale production of distributed power stations based on solid oxide fuel-cell (SOFC)
technology; hence its agreement to intensify its alliance with Ceres Power. Bosch is positioning itself clearly as a
systems supplier for stationary fuel cells with its own value creation in the cell and stack segment.
Following a successful prototype construction phase, the two companies now want to press ahead, initially with the
pre-commercialization process for stationary fuel cells. For SOFC systems, Bosch is aiming for an annual production
capacity of some 200 megawatts. This is enough to supply around 400,000 people with electricity in their homes...
[Continue reading…]

A new EV battery shows big promise
– Published on December 08, 2020 in GreenBiz
For decades, battery researchers have toiled away trying to crack the code for a new battery that could trump lithiumion batteries — the technology that brought the electric vehicle industry to where it is today.
Now a decade-old startup backed by members of the tech investing elite and global auto giants says it has created
working batteries that could lead to electric vehicles with significantly longer ranges, that can be produced at a lower
cost, are safer to operate, boast longer lifespans and support faster charging… [Continue reading…]

Toyota unveils new fuel cell car in fresh push on hydrogen technology
– Published on December 09, 2020 in Reuters
Japan’s Toyota Motor Corp put its revamped Mirai hydrogen fuel cell car, with 30% greater range, on sale on
Wednesday in a fresh push to promote the zero-emission technology amid rapidly growing demand for electric
vehicles, including its own.
Toyota doubles down on fuel cell cars
Toyota has failed until now to win drivers over to fuel cell vehicles (FCV), which remain a niche technology despite
Japanese government backing, amid concerns about a lack of fueling stations… [Continue reading…]

